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MISSION IN LIFE:
Extinction of Republican Party
April 12, 2016 –Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate
My mission in life is the complete extinction of the corrupt Marxist/Democrats and
the Socialist-lite Republican Party! They are in violation of law (50 US Code § 841).
We need to shut down the entire federal government (which has been the platform of
each of my previous political campaigns for nearly 15 years). I would begin with the
Federal Reserve, CIA, DoD, NSA, and VA for starters. These evil agencies are housed
under the office of the POTUS and not under the Constitutional placement of
CONGRESS. Article 1 of the Constitution mandates what/who the Congress is to have
oversight over. There is no constitutional authority for the present Presidential
agencies. PERIOD! And these de facto agencies began with the help of the GOP!
All persons that are employed by any federal agency are traitors to the constitution!
They need to be arrested and imprisoned. After rounding up the political criminals,
starting with Nancy Pelosi, Harry Reid, Paul Ryan, Mitch McConnell, John Roberts,
Ruth Ginsberg etc, etc, I would shut down the Supreme Court and all Federal Courts
and arrest every employee and Justice and Judge therein. We have a government
that's so completely criminally bankrupt we may never be able to ferret out all the
desecration. We would have to make 25 of the present U.S. States a vast colony for all
the anti-constitution-prisoners.
And the corrupt, pro-Marxist news media must have their FCC licenses banned. Their
lies, falsehoods, and propaganda have made them co-conspirators against the TRUTH.
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